Generalized First-Order Spectra and
Polynomial-Time Recognizable Sets
Ronald Fagin
Abstract: The spectrum of a first-order sentence σ is the set of cardinalities of its finite models. Jones and Selman showed that a set C of numbers
(written in binary) is a spectrum if and only if C is in the complexity class NEXP
(nondeterministic exponential time). An alternative viewpoint of a spectrum is
to consider the spectrum of σ to be the class of finite models of the existential
second-order sentence ∃Qσ(Q), where Q is the similarity type (set of relational
symbols) of σ. A generalized spectrum is the class of finite models of an existential second-order sentence ∃Qσ(P, Q), where σ is first-order with similarity
type P ∪ Q, with P and Q disjoint. Let C be a class of finite structures with
similarity type P, where C is closed under isomorphism. If P is nonempty, we
show that C is a generalized spectrum if and only if the set of encodings of
members of C is in NP. We unify this result with that of Jones and Selman by
encoding numbers in unary rather than binary, so that C is a spectrum if and
only if C is in NP. We then have that C is a generalized spectrum if and only if
the set of encodings of members of C is in NP, whether or not P is empty. Using
this connection between logic and complexity, we take results from complexity
theory and convert them into results in logic.
We now mention some of our other results. We show that P = NP if and only
if the following apparently much stronger condition holds: there is a constant k
such that if T is a “countable” function (a standard notion in automata theory),
then every set recognizable nondeterministically in time T can be recognized deterministically in time T k (analogous to Savitch’s Theorem for nondeterministic
vs. deterministic space complexity). We show that there is a spectrum S such
that {n : 2n ∈ S} is not a spectrum. In fact, we show that there is such a
spectrum S definable using only a single binary relation symbol. This contrasts
with the simple result that if S is a spectrum, and if p is a polynomial, then
{n : p(n) ∈ S} is a spectrum. Let us say that a generalized spectrum S is
complete if the following condition holds: the complement of every generalized
spectrum is a generalized spectrum if and only if the complement of S is a
generalized spectrum. We show that there is a complete generalized spectrum
defined by ∃Qσ(P, Q), where Q consists of a single unary relation symbol, and
where P consists of a single binary relation symbol. W show that if we define a
complete spectrum similarly, then there is a complete spectrum definable using
only a single binary relation symbol. These latter two results are best possible,
in terms of minimizing the arity and the number of relation symbols.
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1. Introduction. A finite structure is a nonempty finite set, along with
certain given functions and relations on the set. For example,a finite group is
a set A, along with a binary function 0: A X A + A. If u is a sentenceof
first-order logic, then the spectrum of a is the set of carclinalitiesof finite
structuresin which a is tine. For example, let u be the following i%&or&r
sentence,where f is a “unary function symbol”:

Wf(x)

(1)

+x)/l

VwJ(f(x) =Y &f(Y) = 4.

Then the spectrumof o is the set of even positive integers. For, if u is tsue
about a finite structure PI = C&g), where A is the universeand g: A + A
@ isthe “interpretation” of j), then % must look like Figure 1, where
a-b
means g(u)=b.
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So, the finite structure p1 has even cardinality. And conversely,for each even
positive integer n, there is a way to impose a function on n points to make 0
be true about the resulting finite structure.
As a more interesting example, let u be the conjunction of the field
axioms-for example, one conjunct of u is
VxVyVz(x
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Then the spectrum of u is the set of powers of primes.
In 1952, H. Scholz [21] posedthe problem of characterizingspectra,that
is, those sets(of positive integers)which are the spectrum of a sentenceof fustorder logic. It is well known that every spectrum is recursive:For, assumethat
we are given a fust-order sentence u and a positive integer n. To determine if
n is in the spectrum of u, we simply systematicallywrite down all finite structures (up to isomorphism) of cardinality n of the relevant type, and test them
one by one to seeif u is true in any of them. It is also well known that not
every recursiveset ka spectrum: We simply form the diagonalset D such that
n E D iff n is not in the nth spectrum (the details are easyto work out).
In 1955, G. Asser [l] posed the problem of whether or not the complement of every spectrum is a spectrum. For example,it is not immediately clear
how to write a first-order sentencewith spectrum the numberswhichare nut
powers of primes.
Note that the spectrum of the sentence(1) is the set of positiveintegers n
for which the following so-called “existential second-ordersentence” is true
about some (each) set of n points:
~fW(fW

f x) AVXVY(fW

= Y *f(v)

= 4).

This augests a generalization,which is due to Tarski [23]. Let (I be an existential second-ordersentence(we will define this and other conceptsprecisely
later), which may have not only bound but free predicate (relation) and function
variables. Then the generalizedspectrum of u is the classof structures(not
numbers) for which u is true. ht us give some examples. The first few exampleswill deal with ftite structureswith a single binary realtion. We can think
of theseas finite directed graphs.
1. The classof all k-colorablefinite directed graphs,for fixed k > 2. A
(directed) graph 91~ 01; G) is A-aolomble if the universe A of 8 can be
partitioned into k subsets A,,
, A, such that N Gzb holds if a and b
are in the samesubsetof the partition. This classis a generalizedspectrum,via
the following existential second-ordersentence,in which Q is a binary predicate
symbol which representsthe graph relation, and C,,
, C, are unary predicate
l
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2. lie classof finite directed graphs with a nontrivial automorphism. This
classis a generalizedspectrum,via the following existential second-ordersentence,
in which Q is as before, and f is a unary function symbol:
3f (Wf (4 + 4 AWy(f

(4 = f (Y) -

* = Y)

AVxVy(@v * Qf(x)f (y))).
3. T&heclassof file directed graphs with a Hamilton cycle. A cycle is a
a,,
finite structure <A; R >, where A is a set of n distinct elements a,,
for some n, and R = {la,, a,+ , ): 1 6 i < n} U {(a,, a,)}. A Hamilton
cycle of 8=(A;G)
isacycle (A;H),where HCG. Thisclassisageneralized spectrum,via the existential second-ordersentence3 < u, where <isa binary
predicate symbol, andwhere a is the following fhtmder sentence(which we translate into English for easein readability):
l

l

l

“< is a linear order” A “if y is the immediate successor
of x in the linear order, then Q.Y~”A “if x is the minimum element of the linear order and y the maximum,
then QYX”
Our fmal example is a classof finite structureswith a binary function Q.
4. l7re classof nonsimplefmite groups. This classis a generalizedspectrum,
via
3N (“the structure is a group* A “N is a nontrivial normal subgroup”).
We can ask the generalizedScholzquestion, asto how to characterizegeneralized spectra,and the generalizedAsserquestion, asto whether the complementof
everygeneralizedspectrumis a generalizedspectrum.Of the examplesgiven,it is easy
to seethat the non-2urlorable finite directed graphsform a generalizedspectrum. It
is an open questionasto whether the complementof any of the others is a generalized spectrum.
It turns out to be possibleto characterizespectraand generalizedspectra
precisely,in terns of time-boundednondeterministic Turing machines. The concept of a Turing machine is due, of course,to Turing [24]. The conceptsof
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nondeterministic and multi-tape machinesare due to Rabin and Scott [17]. The
classification*by time complexity is due to Hartmanisand Stearns [ 121, and by
tape complexity, to %rtmanis, Lewis and StearnsIll].
In 6 $2 and 3, we give definitions and backgroundmaterial. Nothing there
is new.
ln $4, .we show the essentialequivalenceof generalizedspectra and non- deterministic polynomial-time recognizablesets. This supplementsthe known
equivalenceof spectraand nondeterministic exponentialtime recognizablesetsof
positive integers,which is probably due to JamesBennett (unpublished); it was
also shown by Jonesand Selman [15].
In 55, we show, by analyzing our proof of the automata-theoreticcharacterization of spectra,that many (ah?) spectraare the spectrum of a sentence
which has at most one model of each finite cardinality.
In $6, we make use of the automata-theoreticcharacterizationof spectra
to show that if spectraare not closedunder complement,then a classof candidates
for counterexamplessuggestedby Robert Solovay is sufficient.
In $7, we considerCook’s [7] and Karp’s [ 161 notions of polynomial-completenessand reducibility. We generalizeto exponential-completeness,
and we
directly produce (without making use of Cook’s or Karp’s resulta) a polynomialcomplete set and an exponential-completeset. This was also done by Book [4] ;
his setsare similar to ours. We show that completenessimplies a certain complement-completeness;
using this fact, along with our automata-theoreticcharacterization of generalizedspectra,we show that resultsin Karp’s paper 116)
(developedby Karp, Tarjan, and Lawler) give us ape&c examplesof generalized
spectrawhose complementsare generalizedspectraiff the complement of every
generalizedspectrum is a generalizedspectrum. In particular, we show that the
classof ftite directed graphswith a Hamilton cycle is such a “complete” generalized spectrum. Also, we fmd a complete generalizedspectrum defined using
only one “extra” (existentialized) unary predicate symbol: This is a best possible result. By makhrg use of automata theory and a result about spectrain the
author’s doctoral dissertation 191, it is shown that there is a complete spectrum
defined using only one binary predicate symbol: This is a best possibleresult.
In $8, we make use of the polynomial-completeset which we constructed
in the previous sectionto show that if the classesof setswhich are polynomiaitime recognizableby deterministic and nondetewmnistic-ring machinesare the
same,then the following apparently much stronger condition holds: There is a
constantk suchthat essentiallyany set that can be recognizednondeterministicaily
in time T can be recognizeddeterministically in time Tk. We then generalizethis
result in variousways.Weconclude 88 by an analogywith Post’sproblem.
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In $9, we make use of a tape-complexity argumentsimilar to one usedby
Bennett [2] to show that there is a spectrum S such that {C 2” E S) is not
aspectrurr~ Bymakinguseofaresultin[9J,wethenshowthatthereissucha
spectrum S defined using only one binary predicate symbol. We also show that
our techniquesgive a new proof of a theorem of Book [3], that the two
classesof setsrecognizableaondeterministically in polynomial time OTin exponen- tial time respectivelyare different.
In $10, we exhibit an example of a polynomial-completeset which is recognizedby a nondeterministic two-tape Turing machinein real time. The existence of such a set follows immediately from theoremsof Hunt [ 141, and of Book
and Greibach [S] .

l)
2. Notions from logic. Denote the set of positive integers {l, 2,3,
by Z+,andtheset CO,*** ,n- 1) by n. By the natumf numbers we mean
the set Z+ U (0). If A is a set, then card A is the cardinality of the set. Denote the set of k-tuples ((I~,
, Q&) of membersof A by Ak.
A fiite simihity type is a finite set of predicatesymbols and function
symbols. Each predicate symbol (function symbol) has a positive integer (natural
number), the degree,associatedwith it. If a symbol has degreek, then call the
symbol k-ary. We will often call I-ary symbols ulloty, and 2-ary symbolsbinary.
A constant symbol is a O-aryfunction symbol. We will denote finite similarity
types by the letters S and 5
Assumethat S contains the n distinct symbols
, Q,,, written
la somefixed or&r. Then a fiite S-structure P( is an (n -I- i)tuple
** , R,) (where we write a semicolonafter the first member), such that
(A;R,,
we have the following:
l

l

l

l

l

Q,

,

l

l

l

l

1, A is a nonempty finite set, called the universe(of 91),and denoted I 8 1.
2 If Qi is a k-ary predicate symbol, then R, ‘Isa subsetof A&.
3. If Qr is a k-ary function symbol, and k > 0, then R, is a function from
Ak into A.
4. If Qi is a constant symbol, then R, EA.
In each case,write R, = QF We will sometimesmake use of a graph prediazte symbol Q; if Q E S, then, for p1 to be a finite S-structure, Qa must
be a graph (i-e., h-reflexiveand symmetric), or, equivalently, a set of unordered
pairs (of members of Ml). Denote the cardinality of Ml by card (PI).
Denote the classof finite S-structuresby Fin(S); abbreviateFin ({Qt.
, Q,})
l

by

FMQ,,

l

l

l

s

l

l

Q,,).

Assumethat S and ‘I are disjoint ftite similarity types, that $!.I is a
finite S U Fstructure, and that a is a fmite S-structure. Then p1 is an

-
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expansionof 8 (to S U s) if lpI/ = 181 and Qa = Q” for each Q in S.
We write 8 = 91 1 S.
The metamathematicallanguagewe wiIl be working in is a set of symbols
an infinite number of individual variables U, u, w, x, y, z along
-, A,v,=;
with affutes; the left and right parentheses( , ); and predicate and function variables. We do not distinguish between predicate or function symbols and predicate or function tibles
Except in this section, wheneverwe refer to a variable, we will always mean an individual variable.
A term is a member of the smallestset T which contains the 0-ary function variablesand the individual variables,and which contains f(t,,
, ik)
for eachk-aqr function variable f and each tr,
, t, in T.
An atomic formuIa is an expression t, = t, or Qt, * *
where the
t, are terms and Q is a k-at-ypredicatevariable. A fust*rder formula is a
member of the smallestset which contains each atomic formula, and which contains - $+, Ml A &I. and VW+ (f or each individual variable x), wheneverit
contains r#+ and ~$a. A second-orderformula is a member of the smallestset
which contains each atomic formula, and which contains * dr, ($r A #a), Vx&
(for eachindividual variable x) and VQ$, (for each predicateor function variable Q) wheneverit contains & and #a.
The formulas $r V #a, 3x4, (3x #y)#, 3!x4 (read “there exists exactly
one x such that I#?‘),and so on, are defined in the usual way, e.g., 4, V $a is
, Q,> is a finite similarity type, then 3T4
- (- qS1A - 4,). If T= {Q,,
is 3Qr
3Q,& If 4 is a first-order formula, then 3Ttj is called an existential second-orderform&
If x,, a* ,xm are individual variables,then we will sometimeswrite x
as an abbreviation for the m-tuple (xr,
, xm ), when this will lead to no
confusion. We may write Vxq3 for VI1
Vx,@.
The notion of a variable being a free vmiable Is understood in the usual
way. Let S be a fxed finite similarity type. An S-formula isa (first- or
second-order)formula all of whose free predicate and function variablesare in S.
A sentence is a formula with no free individual variables. A formula is
quantifier-free if it contains no quantifiers (V or 3).
Assumethat % is a ftite S-structure, and that u is a fust- or secondorder S-sentence. Then 91I= u meansthat u is true in $?l;we say that 5?l
is LI model of u. For a precisedefinition of truth, see [U] . We note that the
equality symbol = is always given the standardinterpretation. We define Mod,o
to be the classof all finite S-structureswhich are models of u.
Assumethat S and T are disjoint finite similarity types, and that
A E Fin (S). Then A is an S-spectrum,or an (S, T)-specrrum, if there is
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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l

l
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a fmt-order S U Tkentence u such that A = Mod, 3Tu. This is simply Tarski’s
[23] notion of PC, in the specialcasewhere we restrict to the classof finite
structures. Ageneralized spectrum is an S-spectrumfor some S. A monadic
generalized spectrum is an (S, Qspectrum where T is a set of unary predicate
symbols. A specmrm is an S-spectrum for S empty; if A is a spectrum, then
we identify {n: (n) E A}2 Z+ with A. In this case,if A = {n: (n) I= 3Tu},then
we call A the spectrum of a.

3. Notions from automata theory. When A is a finite set of symbols, then
A * is the set of strings or words, that is, the finite concatenations al A a2. . .
of membersof A. The length of a = a, A
- a, is n (written
-alI
len(a) = n). If k E Z+, then len(k) is the length of the binary representation
of k; this correspondsto a convention that we will always representpositive
integersin binary notation. If a set S CA* for some finite set A, then S is
a hmguage.
An m-tape nondeterministic Twing machine M is an 8-tuple <K, I’, B, Z, 6, qO,
qAs qR), whereK is a ftite set (&estates ofJl4); r is a finite set (the tcrpe symbols
of M); B is a memberof S (the blank); z is a subsetof (I” - {BJ) (the input symbols
of M); q,,, qA, and qR are membersof K (the initial state.acceptingfutal state, and
rejecting futalstate of M, respectively);and 6 is a mappingfrom (K-{q, , qR J) X I””
to the set of nonempty subsetsof K X (I’ - (B})” X {L, R}“’ (the table of transitions, moves, or steps of M).
l

l

l

If the range of 6 consistsof singletonssets,that is, setswith exactly one
member, then M is an m-tape deterministic Turing machine.
We may sometimescalI M simply a machine.
An instantanevlus description of M is a (2m + 1)tuple I =
fq;a’;-,d”;i,,--0
, i,,,), where q f K, where ar’f (I’- {B))*, and
where 1 <$ Glen(ai) -l- 1, for 1 QjGm. We say that M is in state q, that
ai is the nonblank portion of the jth tape, and that the jth tape head is scanning (o$, the ijth symbol of the word a’ (or that M is scanning (a’>ii on
the jth tape); we also say that the jth tape head is scanningthe 5th tape square.
Let r’ = (4’; al’, * -- , d”‘; ii, 0 , ik ) be another instantaneous description of M. We say that I +M I’ if q f qA, q f qR , and if there is
such that
S=(p;ulr--,um;Tl,~--,
T,) in 6(q;(d),l,---.(fP),m)
p = q’, and, for each j, with 1 Q j < m:
1. (a”+ = a,
2. (o’)k = (aj)k for 1 < k < len(a’), if k f i,.
3. len(&) = len(ai) unless i, = len(aj) + 1; in that case,len(aj’) =
len(aj) + 1.
l

l

.
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4. If Tj = L, then i, f 1.
5. Ii T,=R,‘then $=i,+l;if
Tj=L,then
.$=$-I.
We say that M prints aI on the jth tape. Note that M cannot print a
blank (that is, aI f B); so, we say that d is that portion of the jth tape which
has been visited, or scanned. If T, = R(L), then we say that the jth tape head
moves‘to the right (left). Assumption 4 correspondsto the intuitive notion of
each tape being one-way infinite to the right; thus, if M “orders a tape head to
go off the left end of its tape,‘* then M halts. It is important to observethat
it is possibleto have I -+M I, and I-M I z with f, f I, ; hence the name
“nondeterministic.”
We say I -+G J if there is a fmite sequence I,, . - ,I, such that
I1 = r, I” =J,and I,-MI,,,
for 1 <i <n. Denote the empty word in .
Z* by A. If wEZ*,thenlet
w=(q,;w,h;*.,A;l,***,l)
(w isthe
input). Call an instantaneousdescription (q;
, a”’ ;
, i,,,> accepting (rejecting) if q = qA (q = qR). We say that M accepts w in Z+ if
i3 -$ I for some accepting I. Denote by A, the set of all words accepted
by M. We say that M recognizes A,.
If i3-* M I for some accepting(rejecting) I, then we say that M, with
w as input, eventually enters the accepting(rejecting) final state, and halts.
Intuitively speaking,there are three ways that a word w in Y’ may be
not acceptedby M: M, with w as input, can eventually enter the rejecting fina
state qR ; or M can order a tape head to go off the left end of its tape; or M
can never halt.
Assumethat M is a multi-tape nondeterministicTuringmachbe, w f A,,
and t is a positive integer. We say that M accepts w within t steps if, for
some n < t,
l

CK’

,

l

l

l

i,

,

l

l

l

ia

Let s be a positive integer. Then M accepts w within space s if for
some positive integer n, (2) holds and, for each I,, 1 < k < n + 1, if Ik =
(q;d,-*=,am;il,*~~
,im,),then i,<s
for l<p<m
Let T: N + N and S: N + N be functions. We say that M operates
in time T (tape s), or M rewgn&es AM in time T (tape 5’) if, fix eachnatual
number I and each word w in A, of length I, the machine M accepts w
within T(Z) steps(space S(1)). We say that A is recognizable(rwn)determin&tiuzZl~in time T, or tape S, if there is a multi-tape (non)determlniitic Turing
machine M that operatesin time T, or tape S, such that A = A,,,,.
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We will now defme somewell-known, important classes. Let P (NP) be
the classof sets A for which there is a positive integer k such that A is recognizable (non)deterrninistically in time Ikik,
Theseare the (non)dererrninisric
polynomial-time recognizablesets.
Let PI (NP*) be the classof sets A for which there is a positive integer
& such that A is recognizable(non)deterministicaliy in time 1~2~.
These
are the (non)deterministic exponenrirrl-timerecognizablesets. If the positive
integer n has length 2 in binary notation, then 2’-’ <n < 2’. Therefore, a
set A of positive integersis in PI (NPI) iff thereis a multi-tape (non)detenninistic Turing machine M, and a positive integer k such that A = A, and M
acceptseach n in A within nk steps. So in somesense,PI and NP, are
also classesof polynomial time recognizablesets.
We say that a set A is recognizablein real time if A is recognizablein
time I * 2 + 1. We use I + 1 instead of 1, so that the machinezan tell when
it reachesthe end of the input word.
We have defmed Turing machineswhich recognizesets rather than compute
functions. It is clear how to modify our deftitions to get the usual notion of a
function f computable by a deterministic one-tapeTuring machine &it is also
clear what we mean by M computes the valueof f at w within t steps. If
f: A --+ B, where A and B are languages,and if T: N + N, then we say that
M computes f in time T if, for each natural number 1 and each word w in
A of length I, the machine M computes the value of f at w within r(Z)
steps. We defme II to be the classdf functions which are computableby a onetape dekrministic Turing machine in polynomiaI time. Functions are generally
consideredeasy to compute if they are in If; Cobham 163 was the first to single
out this class. We define I’$ to be the classof functions f which are computable by a one-tapedeterminis& Turing machine in exponential time, and for
whichthenisaconstant
c suchthat len(f(w))<c-len(w)
for&
w in
the domain of f.
We now state without proof two theorems,which were essentiallyproved in
[12]. The proofs can also be found in [13, pp. 139-140 and 1431.
THEOREM1. If A is recognizedby a one-tape(twn)determinis~icTuring
machinein time T, if lim inf,+,T(Z )/I2 = m, and if c > 0 is arbitrary, then
A is recognizedby a one-tape (non)deterministic lking machinein time I t+
max(r+ 1,cT).
2. If A is remgnized by an m-tape (non)dererministic 7king
machinein time T, and if lim inf,+, T(l)/1 = 00,then A is recognizedby a onetape (non)determirGsticluring machine in time T2.
THEOREM
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It follows from Theorem 2 that the conceptsof polynomial and exponential
time are invariant, whether we consider one-tapeor multi-tape machines.
A function T is aunfable if there is a positive integer c and a two-tape
deterministic Turing machine that operatesin time CT which, for each natural
number 1 and each word of length I as input (on the first tape), halts (by
entering a fmal state) with a string of at least T(Z) tallies on its secondtape
(a tally is a one). This is slightly broader than the usual definition, but more
convenient for us to use. We will make use of the fact that I - Zk is countable for eachpositive integer k; for, lk can be calculatedin a polynomial of
len(1) time, which is less than 1 for sufficiently large L
A linear-boundedautomaton is a one-tapedeterministic Turing machine
that operatesin tape I c--* I + 1. We denote by pz those subsetsof Z+
whose characteristicfunctions are in the Grzegorczykclass E2 [lo]. The class *
E2 is the smallestclasswhich contains the successorand multiplication functions,
and is closedunder explicit transformation, composition, and limited recursion.
We are interested in the class E: precisely becauseof the following theorem.
THEOREM3 @ITCH& [ 181). A set of positive integersis recognizableby
u iintxr-boundeduuiorna&~ iff it is in f: _

We will make use of the following well-known simple theorem, which we
state without proof.
THEOREM4, The chses E: , P, and P, are closed under complement.

A function S: N-+ N is said to be constructible if there is a one-tape
deterministic Turing machine which operatesin tape S, but not in tape S’,
if s’(l) < S(Z) for some 1. We conclude this section by stating a theorem which
is essentiahyproved in [ll]. The proof can also be found in [13, pp. 150-1511.
THEOREM 5. Assume that S is a constructible tape function with
S(l) > log,1 for eachnatural number I. lIten there is a set which is recognizable
by a one-tapedeterministic Twkg machine in tape S, but which is not recognizable in tape S’ for any function S’ with lim lnfi,,S’(Z)/S(l) = 0.

and automata. In this section, we will prove the
theorem (Theorem 6) which Interrelatesspectraand generalizedspectrawith
automata.
Let S be a faed finite similarity type which (for convenience)contains
only predicate symbols,and let P,,
, P, be the predicate symbols in S
in some fured order. Let I: = {O, 1, #}.
Assumethat 91= (11,
, n}; S,,
, S,> is a finite S-structure. and
4. Gewralized

spectra

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

-.
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that Pr (and hence S,) is m,-ary (1 < i 6 r). For each i, define 6, to be the
word in {0,13* of length a”” such that if (cr, --* , c,,,) is the kth member
of (l,*‘*,n}m’
in lexicographical order, then the &th digit of b, is 1 if
and 0 otherwise (1 < k 6 nm’). Let e(a), the encoding of
%,betbeword a#br #b, #*** #b, in II*, where a is the binary representation of n. If A is a classof finite S-structures,then let E(A) =
{e(B): (3n EZ+) (WI = Cl,
, n) and p1E A)).
s,c,

l

l

l

Cm,

l

l

l

THEOREM 6. Assumethat A S. Fin(S), and that A is closed under iso-

morphism
1. If S f pl, then A is an S-specrnrmiff E(A) E N??
2. If S = pl, then A is a spectrum iff E(A) E NPl .
Note. We can combine theselast two statementsby saying that A is an
S-spectrum (S = fl or S + #) iff there is a positive integer k and there is a
nondeterministicmulti-tape Turing machine which recognizes E(A), and which
, n3.
acceptseach e(a) in E(A) within nk steps,where I ?ll = { 1,
PROOF. Assumethat A is an S-spectrum(possibly S = Id.) Then, for
some positive integers t and k, some set 7 of t new k-ary predicatesymbols,
and somefirst-order S U T-sentence u = Q,xr
Q,,,x,&, where 4 is
quantifier-free and each Qr is Q or 3, we have A = Mod,3To. This is becauseof well-known techniquesof simulating (k - 1)ary functions and (k - 1)
ar>’relations by k-axy relations, and becauseeach first-order sentenceis equivalent
to a sentencewith all quantifiers out front (so-called ‘prenex normal form”).
We will informally describea (t + m -I- 2)tape nondetermi&ticTuring
machine M which recognizes E(A). The first tape is the input tape. The machine M first tests to seeif the input is of form o # b, # b, #
# b,, with
u in (0, I)* and starting with a 1, with r the number of (predicate)symbols
in S, and with each bt in {O, 13* and of the proper length; to test for proper
length, M usesits last tape as a “counter.” If the input is not of the proper
form, then M rejects. If the input is of the proper form, then say the input is
, n). On each of the 2nd through (t + 1)st tapes,M
@I), and I %I = 11,
then nondeterministically prints a string of nk O’sand l’s, by using the last tape
as a counter; thesecorrespondto “guesses” for the interpretations of the predicate symbolsin 7. Let PI’ be the obvious expansionof PI to S U T.
Next, on the (t + i -I- 1)st tape, M systematicallyprints eachpossibility
(I~ for xI (1 G i G m), where (I, runs between 1 and IL There are nm
possibilitiesfor the m-tuple (a,,
, urn). For eachgiven such possibility, M
caneasily testtoseeif #(ur;**
, a,,,) holds in PI’, where it againmakesuse
of the last tape as a work tape. It is easy to seehow to arrangethe logic to test
whether Y’ l= u.
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l
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So M recognizes E(A), and there is a nonnegative polynomial p
such that M acceptseach e(B) in E(A) nondeterministically within P(n)
steps,where 181= 11, ** , n). Let 1 be the length of the input e(B). If
S = a, then n ls approximately 2’. If S # p/, then 1 is approximately rnk
(in each case,“appmximately” meansup to a fixed constant factor). So if
- S = @ then E(A) can be recognizednondeterministically in time I * ~(2%
and hence E(A) E NP,. If S # a, then E(A) can certainly be recognizednondeterministically in time 1 -p(Z), and hence E(A) E Nl?
Conversely,assumethat E(A) is in NP or NP,, dependingon whether
S # Ed or S = @. Assumethat S T {P,,
, P,}, where P, is mpy, for
1 < i < r. It will be convenient to define a slightly modified (r + I)-tape nondeterministic Turing machine M, by changingthe definition of an input. If x
is an (r + 1)tuple b,, ** ,a,+t), then let f= (4e;a,, l **,ar+,;l;a*
,l);
we say that M acceptsthe (r + I)-tuple x if .Y+G I for someaccepting
instantaneousdescription I.
It is clear that there ls a positive integer k and a modified (r i- I)-tape
nondeterministic Turing machine M which acceptsprecisely those (r + I)#b, isin E(A), where
tuplesb’, b,,**- ,b> such that i #b, # b, #*
12’ is the string I written backwards,and such that M acceptssuch an input
within nk steps,where n is the number representedby u ln binary notation.
We can assumethat k > mart (nr,: 1 < i G r}. It is clear that lf M accepts
, b,) within nk steps,then it accepts b’,
, b,) within
b’,bl,
k.
space n ,wewillmakeuseofthlsfact.
Introduce the set T of the following new symbols. The symbol < is a
binary predicate symbol, which representsa linear order; cr and cs are constant symbols,which representrespectivelythe minimal and maximal members
of the linear order; 0, 1, and E are constant symbols, which represent respeotively the zero, one and blank tape symbols; 4o, qA, and qR are constant symbols, which representrespectivelythe initial state, acceptingfinal state, and rejecting final state; S is a unary function symbol, which representssuccessorin the
linear order < ; S, ls a 2k-ary predicate symbol, where
l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

b,

l

,

l

l

l

meansthat y is the successorof x ln the lexicographical ordering; 4 is a
k-ary function symbol, where q(t 1, * , tJ is the state that the machine is in
at time t; ur is a 2k-ary function symbol, for 1 6 i Q r + 1, where
xk) is the tape symbol printed on square x of the
u,(f,,*** ,tk;Xl,**-,
ith tape at time t; H, is a 2k-ary predicate symbol, for 1 < I 4 r + 1, where
H,(t; x) meansthat, at time t, the ith tape head is scanningsquare x on the
l

l

-
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ith tape; and G is a binary function symbol, where G(x, r’) is the ith digit from the
righi in i&e binary eon
of x, if we think of the binary representationof
the positive integersless than or equal to n (the cardinality of the tmiveme)as
being given by a word of length n, which starts out with a seriesof blanks, followed by the usual binary representation.
c,) as representingthe fti time unit
Wethinkofthek-tuple
(cr,***,
(and the first tape squareon eachtape); if S, (x; y), then y is the next time
unit (next tape square)after x. Thus, the k-tuple (ca,
, c,) representsthe
Ah time unit (&I tape square).
Assumethat I’ contains g tape symbols. We representtheseby cr. S(c,),
s(gml)(cl), where c, representsthe zero, S(cr) representsthe
one, and sc2)(c,) representsthe blank. For easein readability, we have introduced the symbols 0, 1, and B, which will denote the sameelements(in a model)
as cr. S(c,), and Z#2)(c,) respectively. Assumethat K contains p states.We
representtheseby
, S@“)(c,) where, for easein readability, we have
qo, qA, and qR denoting the sameelementsas cl, S(c,), and s<2)(c,) respectively.
lxt v1 be the conjunction of the following sentences:
l

mc,n

l

l

l

l

l

,

cr

,

l

l

l

o=cl,

40 = Cl,
4A = S(cJ9

1 = a&,
B = S(‘)(c,),

qR = S(2)(c,).

Let a, bethesentence “<isalinearorder,cr
isminin&~~isrnaxhnal, and S is successor,except S(c2) = cr.”
Let ua be the sentencewhich saysthat S,(x; y) holds iff y is the successorof x in lexicographical order, except that S, (ca,
, c, ; cr.
, cr)
holds Thus, u3 is the conjunction of the following k +2 -:
l

‘vx,

l

*-

Vx,3!y,

VXI

l

*-

vXk(XkfC2

l

l

vxi

l

l

**

3!yks1(x1,

-,s,(x,,

VXk((Xk

=c2Axk-l

-

l

l

**

**

,xk;yl,

,xk;x,,***

l

a*

l

l

l

l

l

,Yk),

,xk,~,sxk)),

#c,)

sltx,, --- , xk; Xl, aa- , +-2&y-~.

c,)),

The conjunction a4 of the following sentencesdefmes G to be what we
said we wanted:
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G(cl,
cl)= 1,
w +C,)G(C~.
4 =a
(Vx + c,)Vy(((3z <y)(G(x,

z) = 0 vG(x, z) = B))
-

(Vx # c+y(((

tasx, A = c(x, UN),

3z <y)(G(x, z) = 1 A G(x, J’) = 0))

-

(G(Sx,3’) = l)),

(Vx f +J’Y(~(VZ <u)(G(x, z) = 1 A ‘3(x, Y) = 1))
-

(GW, u) = O)),

0’~ # c2)W(((Vz <y)(G(x, z) = 1 A G(x, u) = B))

-

(G(Sx, y) = 1)).

The conjunction us of the following sentencesgivesselfexplanatory information about q and the Hi:
dc,,

l

*-

dc,,

l

l

41)

’

f

=4ap

cz)

=

QA,

r+l
/?A vt,

l

l

l

vr,

xx1

l

l

l

3!x&(t;

x),

I=1

r+l
/x\

H,(cl,***

,c,;c,,*-•

,cJ.

i=l

The conjunction ua of the next two sentencesiuitializes the first tape so
that it starts with the binary representationof n (the cardinal@ of the universe)
running backwards,followed by blanks:
V~(u,(c,,

l

l

a*

vxk(-(xl

l

l

,

cl;

cl,

l

l

l

,

cl,

x)

=

Gtc,,

41,

=c,A**dlx,~,

=cl)

4

-(u&,,=

l

*,c*;x,,

l

**

,x,)=B)).

The conjunction u, of the following sentencesinitializes the 2nd tbmgh
(r + 1)st tapessuch that the (i + 1)st tape starts out with a string of O’s and
l’s which represents P,, followed by blanks (1 < i <r):
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The sentence ua saysthat after the machineenters a final state, nothing
ever changes. Here u representsthe next time unit after t:
vtvu

-(tl =c2A***A
tk=c2)As,(t;4AGl(t)
=4Av 4w=4R
1
(
-

(4(u) = 4wA
(

vcc

r-i-1
!I! (u,(u; x) = u#;
( =

x))
)

r+l
A vx fi

w&G

x) *H,(t;

-

x))
1

The sentence u,, is a conjunction of sentenceswhich describethe table of
tranSitiQnSof M, c&y by entry. Jkisumethat 8(b; e,, -- , err+*) =
, sW},that we are representingthe state b by $d)(c,), and that we
are representingthe tape symbol e, by SUfr’(c,), for 1 6 i <r. Then one conjunct of u9 is &e following sentence:
l

is,,

l

**

veilvx;

--- vx; -0- vxy
=c2A-A

--- yiy
tk

.
=c2)Asl(t;u)

r+l

where @ tells the transition which is possible,accordingto So,for 1 4 i 4 IV.
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Specifically, assumethat s, is (a;
, b,, I ; T,,
, T,, 1), where we
am representingthe state a by S(m)(~l), where we are representingthe symbol
b, by S”&,),
for 1 <i < t + 1, and where each 7’, is either R or L. Let
I= {I: q=R},and
J= {j: T, = t}. Then $J, is the conjunction of the following formulas, where in the last conjunction we include the restriction that no
_ tape head go off the left end of its tape:
b,

,

l

l

l

l

l

l

4(u) = S(m)(c,),
r+l
M\

Vz(

-

(zl

=

x{

A

l

l

l

A

Zk

=

xi)

-

(uj(u;

2)

=

vj(t;

z))),

/=l
r+1
nr\
/=I

u~(u;
’

x’)

= Pj)(c,),

,l$iY’(S,(X4

Y9 -

qu;

Y’)),

Ifn>max(cardT’,cardK),thenan
S-structure 9l withcard(Yl)=n
is in A iff 91 l= 37(&&o,).
It is well known that each Tinite modification’*
of an S-spectrumis an S-spectrum. Therefore, A is an S-spectrum. 0
Apparently, JamesBennett was the fust to prove part 2 of Theorem 6, although he did not publish it. The fmt published proof (a different proof from
ours) is by Jones and Selman [IS]. Part 1 is new.
It is fairly easyto prove from Theorem 6 that
(3)

the classof (generalized)spectrais closedunder complement
lff AT, (NP) is closed under complement.

This is becausethen are not only simple ways to encode finite structures
into strings of symbols,but also ways to “encode” strings of symbols Into ftite
structures. We will not demonstratethis, because(3) follows easily from our
work on complete setsln $7.
We know from Theorem 4 that Pr (P) is closedunder complement. So
if NP, = Pr (NP = P). then NP, (AT) is closed under complement,and
hence the classof (generalized) spectrais closedunder complement. It is a
famous open problem in automata theory as to whether NP = P; the evidence
seemsto be strongly againstit. We remark that it is well known that NP = P
implies that NP, = PI, and that lf NP is closedunder complement, then so is
NP, ; theseresultsfollow, for example,by an obviousmodification of an argument
by Savitch [20, p. 1861.
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From Theorem 6, we see that spectraand generalizedspectraare very broad
classes. Most setsof positive integers that occur in number theory, such as the
primes, the Fibonacci numbers, and the perfect numbers,are easily seento be
membersof PI, and a fortiori of NP,. It is immediate from Theorem 6(2) that
a set of positive integersis in NP, iff it is a spectrum.

isin

THEOREM 7 (BENNETT [2]). Assume rhar the set A of positive integers
Ei. lien A and A” are specrra.

PROOF. By Theorem 3, A is recognizableby a linear-boundedautomaton.
So, by an easy,standard argumentof counting the number of possibleinstantaneous descriptions,it follows that A E PI. So A E NP, , and hence A is a ‘spectrum. Since p2 is closedunder complement (Theorem 4), also A” E p* 5 PI E
NP, ; hence A” is a spectrum. Cl
It is an open problem as to whether there is any spectrumnot in c.
Let BIN be the set of all spectradefmableusing only one graph predicate
symbol. Obviously, if S E BIN, then S is defmableusing only one binary
predicate symbol. ‘Ihe following result is proved in the author’s doctoral dissertation [9].
THEOREM8. For each spectrum S. the&is a positive integer k such thar
{nk:nfS)
isin BIN.

We could not hope for it to be true that for eachspectrum S, there is a
positive integer k such that {nk: n E S) is definable usiiig only uaary predicate
symbols. This is becauseit is well known that by an elimination-of-quantifiers
argument,it can be shown that each spectrum definable using only unary predicate
symbolsis either a fmite or a coftite set of positive integers.
We close this section by using Theorem 8 to show that ifconjectures
about spectraare false,then a counterexampleoccursin BIN.
THEOREM9. ?Refollowing two sratementsare equivalent.
1. NP, = PI.
2. BIN2 P,.
PROOF. 1 r* 2: BIN E NP,, by Theorem 6(2).

2-l:
Take S in JVP,; wewanttoshowthat
SEP1. Bytheusual
encodingarguments,we can assumethat S E Z+. By Theorem 8, we can find
a positive integer k such that T = {nk: nES) isin BIN. Then nES iff
nk E T, for each positive integer n. So clearly, if T E P,, then S E P,. 0
THEOREM 10. The following two statements are equivalent.
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1, If S~Z+,then SENP, iff SEC.

2 BIlv~E$
The proof is very similar to the previous proof. Cl
5. Categoricity. Cah a first-order sentence mtegorid if it has at most
one model (up to isomorphism)of each ftite cardinal@.
THEOREM11. Assumethat the set S of positivefntegersir in PI. Zlzen

thereis a cute&d

sentencewirh spectrum S.

PROOF. If the machine M in the proof of Theorem 6 is deterministic,
defined in that proof is categoricaL ‘ihe “finite
then the sentenceM ,=ro,
9
modification” which was called for to take care of small valuesof n is easily
dealt with. Cl
So those naturally-occurring setsof positive integersthat we discussedin
the previous section are each the spectrum of a categoricalsentence.
COROLLARY12 If AT1 = PI, then eachspectrumis the spectrumof a
artegoriml sentera
The proof is immediate. 0
In the caseof S-spectra,let us call a first-order S U T-sentence u (where
S n T= $5) S-mreguriazl‘if,whenever p1 and @ are finite S U T-structures
which are models of u, and p1 1 S and @ 1 S are isomorphic, then so are
8 and 9.
If A is an S-spectrum,then it doesnot quite follow, as in Theorem 11,
that if E(A) E P then thereis T and there is an S-categoricalS U T-sentence
a such that A = Mod,3Tu. For, there are many different ways to impose the
linear ordering <. However,if structures had a “built-in” linear ordering, then
we could surmount this difficulty. One approach is to consider only finite Sstructures 3 such that I%1CZ +. We could let < be a symbol which, like =,
has an invariant interpretation; namely, if a, b E Iti\ where l%i EZ+, then
a <’ b iff a is a smaller integer than b. Then the desiredresult mentioned
abovefollows.
6. PossibleAssercounterexamples. In 8 1, we gaveseveralsimple examples
of generalizedspectrawhose complementsdo not seemto be generalizedspectra.
Thesealso serveas examplesof NQ sets which are probably not in R
It is harder to fmd candidatesfor setswhich are spectrabut whose complements are not spectra,or which are in NP, but not in Pr. This is because,as
we observed,most naturally-occurring sets of positive integersare in Pr, and
hence, of course,so are their complements.
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As we shall seein $9, there exists a spectrum S such that {n: 2” E Sj
is not a spectrum. This givesus one classof possiblecounterexamples.In fact,
Bennett [2] showsthat {n: 2m+ 1 is composite) isa spe&um,and asks
whether {n: 2” i- 1 is prime) is a spectrum. We will show that Bennett’s result follows fairly simply from l’heorem 6 (Bennett’s proof is different). We will
answerBennett’s question (afknatively) by making use of a very surprising result by Vaughn Pratt (unpublished). We need the following simple theorem.
THEOREM13. Assume A EZ+.

If A E NP, then {n: 2” + 1 E A)E NP,.

PROOF. Assumethat M is a nondetemrinistic Turing machine which rec-

ognizes A in polynomial time. We will defme a nondeterministic Turing machine
M’ which recognizes B = {n: 2” i- 1 E A} in exponential time. Given input
n, the machine M’ prints the string that starts and en& with a 1 and has
(n - 1) O’s in between. This is the number 2” + 1 in binary notation. Then
M’ simulatesthe action of M on input 2n + 1. It is easyto seethat M’
recognizes B nondeterminkt&Aly in exponential time. 0
It is simple to show that C = {n: n is composite) is in NR For, let M
be a nondeterminisk Turing machine which, given input n, “guesses”a divisor
m of n and then tests it; if m divides n, then M accepts n. Clearly M
recognizes C nondeterministically in polynomial time. So, from lkorem 13,
{n: 2” + 1 is composite) is in NP,, and henceis a spectrum.
Pratt proved that {n: n is prime} is in hrI? From this very interesting
result, it follows immediately from Theorem 13 that {n: 2n + 1 is prime) is
a spectrum.
For each set S of words, define S’ to be {len(n): n E S). As candidates
for setsin NP, which are not in PI, Robert Solovay (personalcommunication)
essentiallysuggestedconsideringsets S’, where S E I? We will now show that
in a certain sense,this classis sufficient for a counterexample. The proof gives
an application to automata theory of the equivalencein Theorem 6.
THEOREM14. l’Re folkwing three statementsare equivalent:
1. NP, = PI.
2. If SERdlen S’E PI.
3. rf S ENR then S’ E PI.
PROOF. 3 c* 2: This is immediate, since p CNl?

1 * 3: Assumethat S E NJ? Then S’ E NP,. For, assumethat M
recognizes S nondeterministically in tjme J c--, J‘, for some k. We will construct a machine M' that recognizes S’ nondeterministically in exponential
time. Given input m, the machine M’ first guessesa number n of length m
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Then M’ simulates M on the input n. Clearly, M’ recognizes S’; M’ accepts
m in S’ in roughly mk steps So S’ E NP, = PI.
2 r* 1: Assumethat A ENP,. By the usual encodingarguments,we can
assumethat A CZ+ (ii, instead, A C Xc* for the finite set Z, then we find an
encoding t: IY -+ .Z+ for which there is a constant c such that len(f(w)) =
c - len(w) for each w in Z*; the details are straightforward). By Theorem 6,
we know that A is a spectrum. Assumefor simplicity that A = {tr: Cn)I= 3Qok
where Q is a binary predicate symbol. The generalcaseis similar. Let S be
the following set:

{m: 3n(Ien(m) = n2 ,+ 1, and if the binary representation of m is 1^b, and if R is the binary relation on n which is representedby b in the obvious
way, then (n; R) I= u)}.
We use n2 + 1 instead of n2 to allow for the possibility of b being a
string of all 0’s.
Then S E P. For, as we saw in the proof of Theorem 6, there is a positive
integer k and a deterministic machine M which can de&erminewhether
h; R) k CI within nk steps for each n (and R); note that nk is bounded by
a fried polynomial of the length of m
Since S E P, it follows by hypothesis that S’ E Pr. Now n f A iff
(n2 + 1) E S’, for each positive integer n. So A E P,. Cl
In the next section, we will find severalspecific (generalized)spectraA (A)
such that the classof (generalized)spectrais closedunder complementiff A” (x)
is a (generalized)spectrum.
7. Completesets. We will now deal with the notions of reducibility and
completeness,which are due to Cook [7] and Karp [16] _Wewill show that completenessimplies a complement-completeness
(Theorem U(2)), and we will usethis
fact, along with Theorem6(l) and resultsin Karp’s paper [ 161, to find particular
generalizedspectrawhosecomplementsare generalizedspectraiff the complementof
everygeneralizedspectrumis generalizedspectrum.In particular, we will show that
the classof directed graphswith a Hamilton cycle is sucha “complete” generalized
spectrum;we will alsoexhibit a monadic completegeneralizedspectrum.We will then
find a completespectrum,and will show that &heexistenceof a complete spectrum
implies the existenceof a complete spectrumin BIN (which we can actually fmd).
Assumethat C, and C, are ftite sets,and A E XT, B C Zz. B is
reducible (reducibkl) to A, written B a A (B a, A), if there is a function f:
Cz - Zz in fI (If,) such that, for each x in ZT, x E B iff f(x) EA.
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It is clear that 0: and ar are transitive.
A set A is NP (NP,)complete if
1. A ENQ (Ml).
2. B a A (B a1 A) for each B in NP(NP,).
THEOREM 15. Let A be NP(NP,)-complete. i%en
1. NP= P(NPr = I’,) iff A E P(P&
2. N?(NP,) is closed under complement iff A” E NP(NP,).
PROOF. Assumethat B C C*, that B E NP (NP,) and that B a A (Ba, A).
Find f in fl (II,) such that x E B iff f(x) E A, for each x in Xc+. It is
straightforward to check that if A E P (PI), then B E P (P,). Note that x E B”
iff f(x) E 2; hence, if A” E NP(NPr), then E E NP (NP,). The other implica-

tions are obvious. Cl
Part 1 of Theorem 15 (in the NP= P case) is due to Karp. Cook was
the first to show that there exists an NPcomplete set. This set is SAT, the set
of encodingsof satisfiablepropositional fonulas in “conjunctive normal form”
&W#ij 9where each Ay is a propositional letter or its negation.
THEOREM 16 (COOK p]). SATis

NPcompkte.

In .[ 161, SAT is shown to be reducible to certain other setsin NP, which
are thus NPcomplete. We now describetwo such sets.
1. HAh4 is the set of encodingsof IQ)-structuresthat have a Hamilton
cycle, where Q is a binary predicate symbol.
2 HIT is the set of encodingsof families of subsetsof a set, for which
there is a “hitting set.” If the input is (the encoding of) a finite family
, A,}, where each A, E {sl,
, sJ, then a hitting set is a set
w_c {Sp’”
, sr) such that W n Ai contains exactly one element for eachi
VA,,

l

**

l

l

l

THEOREM~~(KARP, TARIAN, ANDLAWLEX [la)).
N P-complete.

fL4MandHflme

We can now demonstratetwo particular generalizedspectrawhosecomplementsare generalizedspectraiff the complementof every generalizedspectrum
is a generalizedspectrum. Let Q be a binary predicate symbol, and U a unary
predicate symbol.
THEOREM~~. Let A- {P( fFin(Q>:
?l IuzsaHizmihoncycZe) Z?%en
the class of generalized spectra is closed under complement iff the complement
of the {Qjspectrum A is a (Qj-spectrum.

PROOF.*: This is immediate.
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+=:This would follow immediately from Theorems6(l), 15(2) and 17 except for one technicality. Namely, if 23 is an S-spectrum,and if C is the
complement of I3 in (0, 1, #)*, then C is not quite E(s), but instead is the
union of E(s) and the set D of words in (0, 1, #}* which are not the encoding of an S-structure. However, since D is easily (deterministic polynomialtime) recognizable,it is clear that C E NP iff E(g) E NP, and so there is no
- problem. Cl
It is very interesting that Theorem 18 is a statementof pure logic that
seemson the surfaceto have nothing to do with automata theory. However,its
proof is heavily dependenton automata theory.
THEOREM 19. Let A = Mod, 31Mx 3!y(eXy A Cry). 77renthe classof
generalizedspectra is closed under complement iff the complementof the
{Q} -spectrum A is u {Q)-spectrum
PROOF. We wilI show that HIT a E(A). Since E(A) E NP by Theorem

6(l), it follows that E(A) is NP-complete. The proof can then be completed
as in Theorem 18.
, A,,} of certain
Assumethat e is an encoding of the family {A
- , s,}. We can assumethat n > r by repeatingthe set A,
subsetsof
as often as necessary. Define a finite {Q}structure PI, with 1%i = {I, ** , n)
such that (i,]) E Q” iff s, E A,, for each i and I. Let f be a function
which (in general)maps e onto the encoding of p1, (and which mapsnonencodings onto a fmed nonencoding). It is straightforward to check that e E HIT
iff f(e) E E(A), and that f E II; therefore, HIT Q:E(A). 0
Note that A of Theorem 19 is a monadic @}-spectrum,that is, a {Qjspectrum
in which all of the “extra” predicatesymbolsareunary (in this case,there ls only
one extra predicatesymbol, and it is unaq). It is well known that if S is a set of unruy predicatesymbols,and 8 is a monadic S-spectrum(that is, all predicatesymbols,
“given” and “extra,” are unary), then there is a fmt-order S-sentence u such
that l3 = Mod,u. Hence E(B) E P, as in the proof of Theorem 6. So Theorem
19 is a best possibleresult (short of resolvingthe generalizedAsserproblem). We
remark that the author proved the following result about monadic generalized
spectrain his doctoral dissertation [9].
t ,

{s,

,

l

l

l

l

l

l

THEOREM20. Let A be the classof nonconnectedfinite {Q&structures,
where Q is a binary predicate symbol (a finite {Q)-smuzure (A;R) is connected if, for eacha, b in A, there is a finite sequence a,,
, a, of points
in A such that a = aI, b = a,, and either Ra,a,+I or Ra,, ,a,, for 1 <i <n).
Then A is a monadic (Qj-spectrum, but x is not a monadic (Q)-spectrum.In
particulm. the ckrssof monadicgeneralizedspectrais not closedunder complement.
l

l

l
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We will now produce a “universal” NP set and a “universal” NP, set.
Each will be complete. The technique is similar to that of Book [4], who also
shows the existenceof an NP,-complete set.
Some preliminary remarksare required. If M is a one-tapenondeterministic Turing machine that operatesin time T, then it is easy to seethat there is a
constant c and a one-tapenondeterministic Turing machine M’ that recognizes
_ A, in time CT, such that the rangeof the function 6 for M’ (which givesthe
table of transitions for M’) contains only setswith at most two members(intuitively, M’ has at most two options per move). Wheneverthere are two options
then by some convention we label one the first option and the other the second
option.
We momentarily restrict our attention to a subclass M of the classof those .
one-tapenondeterministic Turing machinesthat have at most two options per
move, by making natural restrictions so that M will be countable: We require
that the sets K (of states)and I’ (of tape symbols) be subsetsof w; it is also
convenient to require that the set Z of input symbols be {O, l), and that each
machine in M recognizea set of (binary representationsof) positive integers.We
assignGiidel numbersto machinesin the class M in such a way that a tape head
wn sweepthrough the encoding of the Gijdel number to find out how to simulate
the machine with that Gijdel number on a given step. One such way involves
essentiallyletting the Gijdel number be the concatenationof the entries of the
table of transitions, with the # sign used as a separator. Each tape symbol and
state is encodedby a string in (0, l}*. For details, see [13, pp. 102-1031. Denote by 7; the machine with G&k1 number i
We now define a ternary relation V, which holds for certain triples (i, s, n)
with i and n positive integers,and s in {O, l)*. For V(i, s, n) to hold,
it is first necessaryfor i to be the CSdel number of a machine 4. Simulate
the action of T on the input n, in the following way: If on the kth step in
the simulation, there is an option, then take the first (second)option if the kth
digit in s is a 0 (1); if s is not of length at least k, then halt and reject.
Then V(i, s. n) holds iff the number n is acceptedin this simulation.
Let t be any standard one-onemap from (2 +)j onto Z+ such that
tEnnn,
and t-r E II n II,, and such that eachof (I, 6, and c is
bounded by f(u, b, c). We can now define two sets of positive integerswhich
are Ymiversal” in the usual sensewith respectto NP(NP,) sets
UNIV = (t(i, II, n): i, a, n E Z+ and 3s(len(s) = Ien

and V(i, s, n))},

UNIV, = {r(i, a. n): i, a, n E Z+ and 3s(len(s) = II and V(i, s, n))}.
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THEOREM21. (1) IZNZV is NP-complere. (2) t3VZVr is NP,-cumpZete.

PROOF. UNIV f NP. For, we can define a multi-tape nondeterministic
machine M which, given t(i, cl, n) as input, finds i, a, and n, guessess in
{O, l)* such that len(s) = len(u), and then doesthe obvious simulation. The
point is that u is so large that the time of simulation is (except for bookkeeping)
equal to the length of a, which is bounded by the length of t(i, a, n); hence,
UNIV E NP. Similarly, UNIV, E NP,, since the time of simulation is roughly
given by a, which is roughly 2’, where I is the length of a.
Assumethat B E NP; we want to show that B a UNIV. By the usual
encodingarguments,we can assumethat B CZ+. Find i and k such that T,
recognizesB in time 1 ~2~. Then n E B iff t(i, a, n) E UNIV, where o is a
string of (len(n))k tallies. Clearly the function n c-* t(i. a, n) is in II. So UNIV
is NP-complete.
Now assumethat the set B of positiveintegersis in NP,. Find i and k
such that 7” recognizesB, and T, acceptseach n in B within nk steps. Then
n E B iff t(& nk, n)E UNIV,. So UNIV, is NPr-complete. Cl
Weare especiallyinterestedin part 2 of Theorem21, which givesus a particular spectrumwhosecomplementis a spectrumiff the complementof every spectrum is a spectrum. We record this in Theorem 22.
THEOREM22. The classof spectrais closedunder complementiff the
complementof the spectrum IJNZV, is a spectrum.
The proof is immediate. 0
~ROLLARY 23. Thereis an NP,-complete set in BIN. Thus,this is an
ewmple of a spectrum A in BZNsuch that A” is a spectrum iff the complementof
may specbumisu spectrum
PROOF.Find k from Theorem 8 suchthat A = {n’: n E UNN, } is in
BIN. Weremark that a simple analysisshowsthat in this case,k can be taken to be
5. Then n E UNIV, iff nk EA, for each n Hence UNIV, a1 A, and so A is
NP, -complete. El
8. A Savitch-likeresult. Savitch [20] showedthat any set that can be
recognizednondeterministicallyin tape S can be recognizeddeterministicallyin tape
9. If sucha theoremwere true for time bounds-for example,if there were a constant k such that any set that can be recognizednondeterministicallyin time T
can be recognizeddeterministically In time p-then, of course,it would follow
that NP = P and NP, = PI. It is quite surprisingthat this strong condition we
are discussingis essentiallyequivalentto the apparentlyw&X conditionthathT = I?
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Wewill prove this in Theorem 24. Then we will generalizethe result in variousways,
and conchrdeby an analogywith Post’sproblem:
24. lRe following two staiementsare equiaulent:
1. NP = ??
2. ;Ihere exists a constant k such that, for every clountablefunction T
with T(Z) > I+ 1 for each 1 and for every ZanguageA which is remgnized
by a nondetenninistic one-tape lIuing machine in time T, the kangtqe A is
recvgnizedby a deterministic one-tape 7Lring machinein time p.
THEOREM

PROOF.2 * 1: This is immediate, since I c--* 1’ is countablefor eachk
1 * 2: It is sufficient to show that 1 * 2’, where 2’ is obtained from 2
by replacingboth occurrencesof “language A” by “‘set A E Z+.” This is becauseof simple interrelationshipsbetweenmachines M which recognizea language A and machines M’ which recognizean encoding A’ s Z+ of A. The
details are straightforward and nonunique, and are left to the reader.
Let R = (7 #a’# E if c a’, and n are the binary representationsof
the positive integers i, a, and n, then t(i, a, n) E UNIV}. Then R E NP, and
ao by hypothesis (and by Theorem 2). there iso constant k’ and a one-tape
deterministic machine M, which recognizes R in time 1 ++ Ike. We can assumethat k’>2. Let k=2k’.
Assumethat A is recognizedby a nondeterministic one-tapemachine in
time T, where T is countable and T(I) > I + 1 for each 1. Then aswe observedearlier, there is a constant cr and a machine 7;o (with at most two options per move) which recognizes A in time cr T. Since T is countable, it is
easyto seethat c,T is countable. Hence there is a constant c2 and a deterministic two-tapemachineM2 which, for each1and eachinput w of length 1on the
fist iape, prints at leastc, T(I) tallies on its secondtape in at most c,T(l) steps.
We will now describea 3-tape nondeterministic machine M which recognizes A. Given input n of length. J on its first tape, M simulates M, to
print a string w of at least cr T(1) tallies on its secondtape in at most c2T(r)
steps. Then M prints Fe # w # Ti on its third tape in len(io) + len(w) + I+ 2
steps. Now M simulates Mr with c #w #n as input. This takes at most
(Ien
+ len (w) + I + 2)k steps. Since T(1) > I+ 1, sinceclearly len(w) <
caT(l), and since len(io) + 2 is a constant, the total number of stepsrequired
is bounded by ((cs +2)7(Z))” f or sufficiently large 1. Clearly, M recognizes
A. By Theorem 2, the set A is recognizedby a one-tapedeterministic machine
in time ((ca + 2)nk. Hence,by Theorem 1, A is recognizedby a one-tape
deterministic machine in tune Tk. •I
By very similar proofs, we can demonstratethe following two results.

.
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THEOREM 25. l%e folIowing two statementsare equiwlent:

1. NP, = PI.
2 There exists a constant k such that, far every ctnmtuble function T
with T(1) > 2’ for each I and for every language A which is recognizedby a
nondeterministicone-&apeZiuing machine in time T, the language A is recognized by a deterministic one-tape lIuing machine in time 9.
THEOREM 26. 7Refollowing two statementsare equivalent.

1. NP (NP,) is closed under complement.
2. Thereexists a constant k such that, for every countablefunction T
with T(1) > 1 + 1 (T(I) > 2’) f or each 1 and for every hnguage A which is
recognizedby a nondeterministic one-tape Tiuing machinein time T. the language A” is recognizedby a nondeterministic one-tape ‘Itaing machine in time p.
We conclude this section by an analogywith Post’sproblem. Deftitions
and notation are from Rogers [19]. Post’s problem askswhether there is an
r.e. set C which is not Turing-equivalentto either pl or to the halting problem
set x
Let {IV:: x fi?)
be an effective listing of all setsof natural numbers
which are r-e. in B. As Rogersnotes, if A and B are r.e., then the assertion
that A is not Turing-reducible to B is equivalent to Vx(z f IV,“), or equivalently, VxJy(y E A iff y E IV,“). If (3 recursive f) (Vx)(f(x)E A iff
f(x) E Wfl), then we say that A is constructively nonrecursivein B.
Many attempts to solvePost’s problem failed, becauseinvestigatorstried to
find some r.e. set C such that C is constructively nonrecursivein pl and such
that K is constructively nonrecursivein C Rogersshows that if A and B
are r.e., and if A is constructively nonrecursivein B, then B is recursive.Hence,
.any such attempt must Eail.
In an analogousway, one might wonder whether it is possiblethat NP = P,
but that all attempts to prove this have failed becauseinvestigatorshave been
searchingfor some recursivefunction f which maps the index i of each nondeterministic Turing machine into an index f(i) of a deterministic machine which
recognizesthe sameset, such that if the machine with index i operatesin polynomial time, then so does the machine with index f(i). We will now show that
if NP = P, then there is such a recursivefunction f, as long as we restrict ourselvesto machinesthat operate in a given polynomial time bound, such as machines that operate in time 1 - 1’ for fMed r.
For each r, let r, be a two-tape nondeterministic machine which, given
input n on its first tape, simulatesthe action of 7; on n for at most
(len(n))’

steps, by using its second tape as a clock.

If in the simulation

not acceptedwithin (len(n))’ steps,then T; halts and rejects.

T, has

-
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THEOREM 27. Ihe following rwo sraremenrsare equivulenr:

1. NP= I?
2. l%ereexisrsaconstmt k undofiuzction fin iI suchthat.foreach
Gael number i and eachpositive integer r, the machine Tft,,,j is a one-tape
dererminisric 7iuing machinewhich operatesin rime 1 - Ikr, and which recognizesthe sameset as T;. Hence, if q operates (nondetemzinisticauy) in
Trne 1 - 1’. then Tr<r,,, recognizesthe sumeset as T,
PROOF. This is clear from the proof of theorem 24. Cl

9. A counterexample. We will show that there is a spectrum S in BIN
such that {n: 2” ES) is not a spectrum. By way of contrast, it is easyto see,
becauseof Theorem 6(2), that for each spectrum S and each polynomial p with
rational coefficients the set {n: p(n) E s) is a spectrum. The fact that there is
a spectrum S such that {n: 2” E S] is not a spectrumis extremely closely
related, both in content and method, to Bennett’s resultson higher-orderspectra
121, although he did not specifically state or prove this result. If we analyze
Bennett’s proof, then we seethat he essentiallyproved that there is a spectrumS
and a positive integer k such that in: 2nk ES) is not a spectrum.
We will also show that our techniquesgive a new proof of a result of %ook
[3] that NP hvp,.
LEMMA 28. Let A be a spectrum, i%en,for someconstant k, the set

A is recognizedby a one-tapedeterministic I&ring machine in tape 1 J-+ 2k’.
PROOF. Assume first that A = {n: (n) I= JQuX where Q is a bm

predicate symbol. Defme a one-tapedeterministic machine M which, given input n, systematicallyprints all possiblestrings in (0, I}* of length n*, and
tests them one by one to seeif the binary relation R on n which the string
representsin the natural way has the property that (n; RI I= u. M accepts n
iff it fmds somesuch string. If len(n) = 1, then n2 < 2*‘. Hence M can be
arrangedto operate in tape 1 - 23’. Similarly, for eachspectrum S there is
a constant k such that A is recognizablein tape 1 c-* 2k’. Cl
LEMMA 29. l%ere is a set A 2 Z+ which is recognizedby a one-tape

de&nninisric Turing machinein tape 1 c--* 2’*, which is not a spectrum.
PROOF. This follows from Theorem5 andLemma 28, since it is easy to

seethat I C-, 2r2 is constructible and that lim inf,+,2k’/2’2 =50 for each k.
LEMMA 30. Assumerhar A C .Z+ is recognizedby a one-tapedetermin-

istic iWing machinein rape 1 e-* 2’*. Then there is a set B in E’+ such rhat
A = {n: 2*” E B}.
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PROOF. Let M be a one-tapedeterministic Turing machine that recognizes
A in tape 1 - 212. Let M, be a one-tapedeterministic Turing machine which
operatesas follows: Given input m, the machine Ml tests to seeifthere is a
positive integer n such that m = 22”. If not, then M, rejects. If so, then
M, simulates M on input n Now M, can be designedto be a linear-bounded
automaton. This is because len(2=“) = 2” + 1, which is bigger than 2=‘-’
_ (where 2 = len(n)), which is bigger than 212 for sufficiently large 1 So, by
Theorem 3, the set B which M, recognizesis in pa. Clearly
A= {n:2=“EB).
Cl
THEOREM 31. ‘Ihere is a spectrum S such that {n: 2” E S} is not a

spectrum
PROOF. Find A from Lemma 29 and B from Lemma 30 such that A

is not a spectrum,B E ?$ and A = {n: 2=” E B). By Theorem 7, we know
that B is a spectrum. Let C = (n: 2” E B}. Then A = {n: 2” E c). Assume
that it is always true that whenever S is a spectrum, then {n’n:2” ES} is a
spectrum. Then C is a spebtrum(since B is), and so A is a spectrum (since
C is). But this is a contradiction. El
COROLLARY32. mere is a spectrum T in BIN such that {n: 2” E Tj
is not a spectrum
PROOF. Find S from Theorem 3 1 such that D = {n: 2” ES} is not a spectrum.
Fiid a positive integer k from Theorem 8 suchthat T = {n’: n ES) isin BIN. Let
E = {n: 2” E T) Then n ED iff kn E E, for eachpositive integers&, n ED iff
2” ES iff 2&” E Tiff kn E E. LfE were a spectrum,then E would be in NP, , and so
clearly D would be in NP, . HenceD would be a spectrum,a contradiction. Cl
We close this section with some further observations. Theorem 13 of 86
uxldjustaswellhavebeenstatedasfollows:

Assume ACZ?+. If AEN’?? then In: 2” EA) isin NPl.
(4)
We remark that we can use the technique of the proof of Lemma 30 to show
that (4) has a converse:
THEOREM33. Assume B C i?.

Then B E N P, iff there is A in NP

such that B= {nn:2” EA].
Becauseof Theorem 6(2), we know ihat Ykeorem31 can be restated as
follows:
mere is a set A in NP, of positive integers
(5)
such thut {n: 2” E A} is not in NP,.

e
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Shnilarly, we can prove the following:
THEOREM 34. There is 5 set A in NP of positive integerssuch that
is not in NQ.

{n: 2” EA}

Finally, we observethat (4) and Theorem 34 combine to give us a theorem
of Book:
-

THEOREM 35 (BOOK 131). iIT EAT,.
PROOF. From Theorem 34, find a set A in NP of positive integers such

that B = {n: 2” E A} is not in N?? By (4), we know that B E NP,. So
NP # NP,. Of course,NP C NP,. 0
Book’s proof dependson a fairly difficult result of Cook [8]. No simple
diagonalizationargument seemscapableof proving Theorem 35 directly, because
we are dealingwith nondeterministic, rather than deterministic, time-complexity
classes.However, a simple diagonalizationargument does show that P 5 P,.
10. A real-time recognizableNP-compiete set. We conclude by exhibiting
an NP-complete set REAL which is recognizedby a nondeterministic two-tape
machine in xeal time. The existenceof such a set is not new: Hunt [14] shows
the existenceof an Npcomplete set which is recognizablenondeterministically in
linear time, and Book and Greibach [S] prove that every set recognizablenondeterministically in linear time is recognizableby a nondeterministictwo-tape
Turing machine in real time. However, our set is produced directly, and is fairly
simple. The existenceof such a set is a best-possibleresult, sinceRabin and Scott
[17] show that every set which is recognizedby a one-tapenondeterministic
Turing machine in real time is recognizedby a one-tapedeterministic Turing
machinein realtime.
Let REAL= {aI #a, #*a* #az,:rEZ+;aiE
{O,l, 23* foreachi;
ien(frJ = len(q for each i ~;andthere%ists 5 In {o, 1). suchthat
len(b) = len (u,) for each I, and such that for each odd i there exists k such
that the kth member of the string. b and the kth member of the string al
are the same}.
THEOREM 36. REAL is an NP-complete set which is recognizedby a two&apenondeterministic ?king machine in red time.
PROOF. Led M beatwo-tapenondeterminis&Turingmnehinewhich

works as follows: As or is being read on the first, or input tape, M nondeterministically prints some b in {0, 1). on the secondtape, such that len(b) =
len(or); meanwhile,M checksto makesurethat, for some k, the kth digit of b

.
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is the sameasthe kth digit of 0,. WhenM reads# on the input tape and startsreading+ the secondtape head runs back overb on the secondtape and usesthe length
of b to measurethe length of a,. If len(ua) # len(b), thenM haltsand rejects.If
led
= Ien( then the tape headsare in a position to compareb ando, digit by
digit. M continuesin the obviousway. Clearly,M recognizesREAL in real time.
SAT a REAL: Let 0 be a conjunctive normal form expression,with
clausesCl,
, C,, and propositional lettersAt ** , A,. (If 6 = nc\, WiB,],
- then each W, B,, is a clause.) We can assumethat no zause C, contains’
both A, and cyA, for any k, or else that clausecan be eliminated. Let &,
be the expression aI # a2 #
#a,,, where each aI is of length n, where
if i is even, then ui is a string of tallies, and where if i = 2s - 1 is odd, then
for each k (1 6 k < n), the kth digit of af is as follows:
l

-

-

,

l

l

l

l

0, if -A,
appearsin the sth clause,
1, if A, appearsin the sth clause,
I 2, otherwise.
For any reasonableencoding e, there exists a constant c such that if the
encoding e(0) of 8 is of length I, then I Z c 4 max(r, n). Now & has
length 2m+2r-l,whichisdominatedby
212/c+21/c-L
Soif’f
isthe
function which (in general)maps e(0) onto & (and which maps strings not of
the form e(6) onto a fuced string not in REAL.), then it is easy to seethat
f f II (we are assumingthat {e(O): 8 is a formula in conjunctive normal form)
is in P, which is also true for any reasonableencoding e). Most importantly,
it is clear that 6 is satisfiile iff /& f REAL. Hence,SAT 4: REAL Cl
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